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Choreographing your Programme
❑ Have you referred to the Learner Journey and Context Statement?
When considering Choreography, you must refer to the Context Statement you produced in
the Learning Methodology section, and to your Learner Journey from the Storytelling section.
This Statement has your learning objectives and outcomes, and the Learner Journey gives the
design as the learner should experience it. The Running Order will give the details, it is where you
plan the rhythm, tempo, actions and roles of the journey.
❑ How much time and attention are you asking for?
Think about the commitment learners are making by participating in your programme, and how
it fits into their everyday lives. How much time are you asking for? How does their engagement
contribute to the programme objectives and outcomes? How will their participation be of
benefit to them in their context? This way of thinking moves us away from engagement for
engagement’s sake, and from programme assessment through ‘likes’ and comments.
❑ What is the goal of the learning?
Think about the overall goal of the learning: is it your overall goal about compliance,
conforming to set standards and adherence to rules, or is it about exploring knowledge,
developing and prototyping new behaviours, learning new skills. Each requires a very different
type of choreography, a different management of energy over time, different management of
consequence, different mechanisms of reward, different types of reflection.
❑ How will you adapt in the moment?
Though you write the choreography before your programme is delivered, the team delivering
it needs to be able to adapt it as the programme unfolds. Choreography provides an
understanding of the journey the learner undertakes. If discussion becomes derailed, if the
community loses the core narrative, you can lose the learning purpose. However, failing to
engage or respect the direction that the community wants to go in may make learners lose
interest or cease to see value in the programme.
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Weaving Storytelling, Learning and Community
Choreography is a balancing act between programming, posture and performance. Each part
contributes to a transformative and memorable overall learning experience. The combination
of Learning Methodology, Learner Journey and Running Order prepares you to deliver a
Scaffolded Social Learning programme.
❑ Programming is about setting expectations, but doing so using innovative and
effective techniques.
❑ Posture is about the way we choose and use narrative styles: the tone of voice used,
the ways we create the spaces and permissions needed, the ways we establish and
support communities.
❑ Performance is about the actual experience: about the ways the learning is delivered, in
its fluidity, tempo and momentum. The movement between formal and social spaces, the
use of community, the execution of co-creative elements and management of energy. It’s
about how complete the experience is, identifying gaps and finding ways to close them.

The roles we create, the ways we communicate, the way expectations are set and the ways
we meet them.
It’s about total quality, by design.
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Moving Stories Around
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As you work on the Running Order, you should actively weave the different
types of stories through the whole journey:
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1. When can personal stories be captured and where they can be shared?
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2. Where are there opportunities to pull personal stories into
Q
spaces and co-created stories?
Questions, not
answers

David Jarrett, MD Sea Salt

Learning

The

3. How can you pull together the responses and feedback to inform the
formal stories, and produce and share them?
THE PORTHOLE

Choreography actively considers how we will move stories
around between different people and activities. When
learners write a personal story, who will respond to it? Can
different individuals or groups pick up stories and respond
to them? This active moving around of stories is part of
Scaffolded Social Learning design.
Thank you to everyone
who has taken part
in
The
Porthole
interviews during the
#socialagesafari. It’s
been a busy event but
it’s been great that
you’ve found time to
share your artistic
talents and ideas
with us. The Social
Age means different
things to different
people and it’s been
wonderful to get
different perspectives
on this. Thanks again!
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and Social Age
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Safari Curator
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box in the newsroom for
people in the room to submit will be a post
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What if I don’t get the
laura@seasaltlearning
.com
answers? What if there
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is no
RULES
conclusion? What if
can call caged complexity:
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It’s ideas can people
before
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feel fulfilled? Or the outcome
way
see? What are
that organisations look
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tin?
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your next
back to the all participants
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be, and to where.
by history of events
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realise how process, effect more rules, more Although I think part of
with
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more control.
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on the journey itself. A
not just Frameworks
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for outputs but for thinking
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future now.
as well.
what I
sometimes we need a permission
Questions direct your
should do differently.
to Helen McBoatFace
thinking in tear them
up and
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anticipation Julian Stodd, start again.
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Safari curator
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also
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the participants control,
what
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rather than WHERE
This is just the start of our
NEXT?
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this
we have
come up with. Society
event more because of
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is built on Thank you
that?
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for the opportunity to join
rules. Organisations are
written some shared stories.
‘Give me eyes to sing
built on you aboard
the good ship SeaSalt
We have
rules.
the
captured these in our Chronicle,
world, give me Ears
McSeaFace on a #SocialAgeS
to hear
We have our own internal
as
afari. well as through
the Story’. If I can get
our Social channels.
driven rules. Within learning ego- It has been a delight to meet so many
a new
But as we walk ashore,
spaces, fascinating crewmates
‘capacity’ to learn myself
we need to
how do we get people to
from all over take this
and
understand the world.
story forward.
not be fed; am I nearer
It is a delight to share this
they can break rules and,
to
The good news is that
maybe space. How clever
being Fit for the Social
we don’t
crucially for some organisations
and exciting to need
Age?
a boat to have a community:
, create a physical
Questions,
how do we get them to
questions,
understand and headspace and digital space, we will remain connected,
questions - not answers,
the boundaries of the space
in new
for us to explore.
ways, and, if we find
answers, answers. That
the internal
rule breaking is acceptable? where One of the highlights was the
energy, will be able to
is
delirious belly laughs
where I find myself
write this
Jamie Lawrence
had
now
being interviewed by Doug when story further.
and the need for some
real
and we ended up talking Shaw There will be more voyages:
Very good question. Within
reflection time. That is
about exploring areas
because
a social donkeys, St
of leadership,
Ives and China, and
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my mindsets and world
creativity,
important being lost,
views
communication,
and feeling that it is ok
that the rules are both
have been adjusted in
storytelling and change.
clear, and to be lost.
some
It’s a wide
also co-created. It’s okay
way - but how? Who did
space we have to explore,
for the And people sharing
that?
best done
organisation to impose
their story with in good
Did I? Did you?
its rules me, a pleasure
company.
upon
and
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the group, but only as long
Thanks for everyone
being
there is a permission to question as How can we take it from the
part of the process,
And thank you for sharing
peers,
agree the rules that the group and mission on board to the places we
to the
adults, performers all.
podcast space: another
wants! land? What are
way we
There is a phenomenon
people trying that share
which we is working
our story
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Julian Stodd, Safari curator

INTERVIEWING ...SUK

What does the Social
Age mean to you?

HVINDER PABIAL

What is the best thing
about the Social Age?

And the worst?

What would your ideal
“Age” be?
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LISTENING & LEAR
NING
FROM EACH OTHE
R
By Lars Anderson

The first thing I noticed
when sitting in a range
of very wise keynote speakers.
one of the compartments
on
that rope, within that
deck was the scent of straw. the main
To make that dive I
boundary,
had creating room
As a kid to open myself
for experiment.
I have been playing in
for experiment, for
a barn filled letting
What I have learned
the expectations go I normally
with straw endlessly. The
scent always have for
necessarily hard knowledge. isn’t
immediately brings back
a conventional congress.
It’s
feelings of
more about ways to open
freedom. I mean, I could
I felt like a straw myself,
up for each
even dive in it. mixed
other, listening and
with fifty other human
learning from
These days I had to
straws, each other and
a new social form of
dive as well. Not really knowing make a all having a tremendous willingness
what to to comply to
looking and learning from
expect from this Social
the
one
chaos
another.
theory.
Age. And after somehow
But
We are straws, equally
day one not really gaining
we were bound by
an looking from far
revenue in invisible
away, but ultimately
knowledge in a classic sense,
rope, and somehow
all different when you
say from these straws
zoom in.
could move within

SAFARI BLOGROLL

D

uring the 2-3 blogging;
to Amy Burvall,
days of the Social whose
unmistakable pink and
Age
Safari, black illustrations
offer a visual
we’ve seen some dimension
to the discussions;
brilliant
blog Doug Shaw telling
posts from people in the
it like it
room. is with his Stop
Doing Dumb
The Social Age Chronicle
is Things To Customers
not the only place to share
blog;
your crewmate Julie
Drybrough
story and we’ll loved hearing
the
various individual narratives, who couldn’t stay with us for
the entire event but lends
some which have also
us
been
curated into this newspaper. her thoughts with her Fuchsia
Blue blog. And of
Special mention to Stuart
Eglin, Sea Salt Learning course to
who’s been blogging daily
Founder
- and Social Age Safari
even struggling to sleep
one Julian Blog, sorry Curator
night as the sentences
Stodd,
went who continues to
pen a new
round and round in his
head; post almost every
single day.
to Jonathan Anthony
who’s If we’ve missed
your blog
established This Much
We
Know blog has been focussing off this list, do let us know
- drop us a Tweet or a
on the Safari this week; to
Slack
Kurt message or email
Lindley who took his first
us a link:
step laura@seasaltlearning.com
into the wonderful world
of

The main deck is our bond.
Combined,
you can sit on us. You might
even smell us.

“

I had to open myself
for experiment, for
letting the expectations
go I normally have for a
conventional congress

FROM AN IDEA TO A

By Richard Stannard

The seeds of the Safari
idea
early in 2014, a conversation were sewn
with Julian
and Sam in the days
when Sea Salt
Learning had only just
been named.
Events like this were always
in the ether,
waiting for their time, and
it’s true that
there is no such thing so
strong as an idea
whose time has yet come.
So now we have
our first event, this is where
we learn how
it works, we make our
mistakes (not too

”

REALITY

many I hope!), we adapt
to circumstances
as they arise, we are lead
by the community
that we have formed. I’m
genuinely excited
at the prospect of taking The
Safari on tour,
which is the next stage in the
voyage. Taking
our lessons from this event
to other places
around the world. And we
hope that our new
community will help us shape
that journey.
Where do you think we should
go?

Example: A Community newspaper,
useful for capturing personal stories and
forming the basis of a co-created story

